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My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2811 

2811 Defense (3) 

“In Buddhism, this is known as fate. that’s why ziyu guessed that you and sister yue, or even brother 

chiyang and i, might have been related in our past lives. however, after being reborn, we have forgotten 

what happened in our previous lives. however, we offended feng luan in our previous lives, causing him 

to want to kill us in this life. 

After his hypnosis was destroyed by Ziyu and I, it automatically formed a kind of defense. This defense is 

to use the person you cherish the most to bind your dreams and stimulate your potential. Even if Ziyu is 

in contact with hypnosis and she has the right to guide you in her dreams, if your potential is suddenly 

stimulated, you can still protect the array eye he has set up.” 

Both Feng shengxuan and Baili Yue understood. 

“So you’re saying that Yingluo and the other two do exist, but they’re just from our previous lives. And 

Feng Kun has been our enemy since our previous life?” 

“It’s possible.” Nangong Nuannuan nodded. 

“I’m sure.” Huang Ziyu added,”I’m in your dream. I saw it very clearly.” Those three people are people 

that you and sister Yue are very familiar with. And their surnames were also Baili, and sister Yue also 

called them Big Brothers. It’s enough to show that you have a very close relationship with them. 

Without an intimate relationship, you would not be able to resonate with their deaths in your dream. So 

if even you and sister Yue don’t know those three people, then those three people must be your 

previous life.” 

feng shengxuan thought for a while after huang ziyu finished. Finally, he nodded slightly to Huang Ziyu 

and thanked him. thank you. I understand. 

Everyone thought, Yingluo, so you’re not going to say anything and stay alive to think of 

countermeasures? 

“Nuannuan, send more people to protect everyone in the family.” Feng shengxuan suddenly changed 

the topic. 

“What’s wrong? A ghost?” As soon as Feng shengxuan said that, Nangong Nuannuan came to a 

realization. 

After all, brother chiyang was still recuperating in the Nangong family, so Nangong Nuan’s warm and 

cute aura suddenly turned cold. 

“Yes, it’s a gentle Bugman. When I killed Wen Wan, I had already destroyed the bugmen and the 

research base. However, since we already know that Wen Wan isn’t dead, it’s not surprising that the 

Bugman appeared again.” 

“What did the Bugman do?” Nangong Nuannuan had always been curious about this. 
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“i don’t know. I don’t know medicine, and Wen Wan is Feng Kun’s woman. Feng Kun asked Wen Wan to 

experiment on the Bugman. This was also the reason why Wen Wan could run amuck in the past. 

Because I need her to create Bugman.” 

“I know. I’ll give everyone a gun tomorrow.” 

Feng shengxuan raised an eyebrow. you’ve finished researching the medicine? ” 

“Yes, I am. We’ve already developed a method to counter the Bugman.” 

Feng shengxuan nodded. 

Nangong Nuannuan waited for a long time, but there was no praise. She looked at Feng shengxuan in 

surprise, and when she saw that he really had nothing else to say, she scratched her head. 

his personality was different, and as expected, he even omitted the words he spoke. In the past, he 

should have at least been praised! 

On the one hand, they wouldn’t dare to appear on a large scale at this time. On the other hand, even if 

they did appear, they would have a way to deal with the bugs. Therefore, everyone didn’t mind this 

problem. 

After knowing that Feng shengxuan had cleaned up the body, the family was so generous that they 

didn’t even look at it. They only asked the Butler to burn the clothes on the ground. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2812 

2812 Why? 

In everyone’s heart, today was a day worth celebrating. After all, Feng shengxuan’s hypnosis had been 

lifted. 

Because they didn’t know much about hypnosis, everyone was afraid that Feng Zheng would notice it 

immediately after Feng shengxuan’s hypnosis was removed. However, Huang Ziyu did teach everyone 

about hypnosis. no matter how deeply feng shengxuan had been hypnotized, his brain and nerves were 

still his own. Besides, there was no device in Feng shengxuan’s brain, so he wouldn’t know if the 

hypnosis was removed. 

Only then did everyone truly relax. 

Feng shengxuan didn’t hide such a big matter from Cang mingya and the mother and daughter from 

planet canglan because they were brought back by Nangong Zheng. 

although cang mingya and cang lan star definitely wouldn’t tell anyone about what happened today, 

they were still very grateful to the family. 

Because no one would think that the mother and daughter were outsiders and say that such things 

should be avoided from them. 

However, they didn’t know that no matter if it was the Nangong family or the Chi family, if it wasn’t a 

banquet, the family would never bring outsiders home. 
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However, once you were brought back, it meant that the family had acknowledged your existence. 

You’ve already become a part of this family. 

Before leaving canglan star, he really wanted to tell Nangong Nuannuan that she would never tell 

anyone what she had heard today. But when the words reached her mouth, she could only say thank 

you. 

nangong nuannuan was even simpler. she told them to come over for acupuncture the next day and 

then said goodbye to her. 

“I’ll send you.” 

Cang LAN star blinked her dream-like big eyes, no different from a cute White Rabbit, she waved her 

hand and said, ” “It’s fine, uncle. I can go back by myself. I drove today.” 

Nangong Zheng slightly pursed his lips, a little dissatisfied with the fact that Cang LAN star was driving a 

car. 

“Aiya, uncle wants to send you off, so you should give uncle some face. Anyway, your uncle doesn’t have 

much to do recently. He’s just playing all day.” 

Nangong Nuannuan, who was standing at the side, interrupted again. 

Her words were too obvious and explicit, causing Cang LAN star’s ears to turn slightly red. 

Seeing this, Cang mingya immediately said, ” “Then I’ll drive the car back. Xingxing, you can take uncle’s 

car.” 

nangong nuannuan: 

Canglan star: 

Nangong Zheng,”Yingluo, why do you call me uncle too?” 

However, after leaving the house, Cang mingya suddenly remembered that she had left something in 

her office and didn’t bring it home. Thus, Nangong Zheng asked the driver to send Cang mingya there. 

As for Nangong Zheng, he personally drove home from Cang LAN star. 

Looking at Cang LAN star obediently getting into the car, putting on the seat belt, and then placing her 

hands on her knees, waiting for him to drive, Nangong Zheng thought to himself, how could there be 

such a cute person in this world? 

After starting the car, canglan star took out two fruit-flavored lollipops from her bag. this is strawberry 

flavor and this is orange flavor. Uncle, which one do you like? ” 

This person’s facial features were very delicate, very sunny, and had a bit of a hippie style. 

Her fine short hair made her head look perfect and full. Under her slightly brown hair, the two silver 

earrings on her left earlobe exuded a faint cold light. Normally, if he raised his aura, he would really have 

an aura that kept strangers away. 

“Uncle?” 



[ an unexpected disaster happened today. The laptop’s screen turned black for no reason and can’t be 

opened. ] i had to rewrite the script, and the leave request was in the comments section. Look at my 

bitter and sincere leave of absence. Forgive me for these few days. Because it’s really too late today, I 

have to go to the hospital tomorrow. Many years ago, I got an infection and then I have been taking 

injections. Without injections, I often have a cold and fever. The problem is not serious, the serious thing 

is that there are too many people in the hospital and it will delay time.) 
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Chapter 2813 

2813 Diamond rabbit (1) 

Seeing that Nangong Zheng was looking at him without saying anything, Cang LAN star was a little 

startled and called out. 

Only then did Nangong Zheng retract his gaze. He said somewhat unnaturally, ” “If you like strawberries, 

I’ll eat oranges.” 

“You like strawberry flavor too? I’m fine with anything, you can eat strawberry.” 

no, I’m fine with anything. I’ll just eat an orange. After saying that, Nangong Zheng took the orange-

flavored lollipop in his hand and left a strawberry-flavored one for him. 

For some reason, he liked to see the strawberry-flavored sugar syrup on her lips. Her lips were already 

red, but now they had a hint of strawberry sweetness. 

Nangong Zheng took the lollipop and prepared the wrapper. 

“I’ll help you peel it.” 

Seeing that it was inconvenient for him to drive, canglan star took the candy back, helped him open the 

wrapper, and gave him the candy. 

Nangong Zheng took the candy and put it in his mouth. A sour, sweet, and very fragrant fruit flavor 

instantly filled his mouth. 

cang lan star also peeled the strawberry and put it in her mouth. 

“Let me take a look at the candy wrapper.” 

Cang LAN star looked at Nangong Zheng and opened the candy wrapper.”This kind of sugar can be found 

everywhere in the supermarket. It’s very easy to buy.” 

Nangong Zheng also knew that this kind of candy was very easy to buy, so he bought a lot of it. 

However, he realized that the candy he bought was the same brand as the candy on Cang LAN star, but 

he always felt that his candy wasn’t as good. 

Nangong Zheng felt that the Nangong family’s department store might have been imported with fake 

goods. When he got back, he had to tell his brother that this kind of thing had to be strictly investigated 

and handled. 
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The two of them chatted and laughed along the way, and they had a lot of topics to talk about. Nangong 

Zheng realized that even though this Cang LAN star kid was young, he had a unique way of thinking in 

terms of business. Even some of the new businesses mentioned by canglan star made Nangong Zheng 

think of Leng Qirui, who walked on the side path but felt that he was getting better and better. 

The two of them chatted along the way, and they were about to reach their home on canglan star. 

However, when they reached a small road, a bus suddenly rushed out in front of them. 

because he rushed out in an instant, nangong zheng subconsciously stepped on the brakes. 

The door of the bus suddenly opened, and a few people came out. It could be seen that there were 

more than a few people in the bus. 

Nangong Zheng furrowed his brows and immediately prepared to reverse the car. However, another bus 

came out from behind. 

Nangong Zheng took out a gun from his pocket and hid it under his sleeve. His other hand quickly 

pressed a long button on the phone. 

The Nangong family had their own security system. As long as he called for help, help would definitely 

appear at the first moment. Even if he didn’t have a bodyguard with him today. 

Hence, when he saw the other party charging down with a blade and a staff, Nangong Zheng was not in 

a hurry at all. 

After rolling up all the windows, Nangong Zheng told planet Cang LAN,”don’t come down.” Then, he got 

out of the car alone. 

However, Cang LAN star, which was originally as obedient as a rabbit, now had a cold glint in its eyes. 

She did not listen to Nangong Zheng’s words at all. She took out a stick from under her seat. 

“Bang!” 

Nangong Zheng only heard the sound of the door closing, and he subconsciously turned his head. 

What he saw was a person wearing silver-gray sportswear, with two silver-gray earrings on her pink 

ears, from canglan star, walking down. 

Nangong Zheng’s eyes narrowed unhappily. He didn’t understand why this rabbit would be so 

disobedient at such a critical moment. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2814 

2814 Jumping power (2) 

Just as they were about to speak, they saw the rabbit jump up and start fighting before the other party 

could even say a few words to show off. 

He was holding a silver rod in his hand. With a “bang,” the six or seven people in front of Nangong Zheng 

were cut in the neck before they could even react. They all fell to the ground and were unconscious. 
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It was indeed easy for something to happen when this thing hit the neck, but it shouldn’t be so fragile, 

right? 

While Nangong Zheng was still in a daze, the people behind him had already rushed up. Nangong Zheng 

was about to unleash his might and kill in all directions, but the rabbit’s jumping ability was extremely 

good. The people behind him suddenly jumped in front of him. 

With another sweep, a large number of them fell to the ground. 

There were only about 20 people in total, and half of them were gone after he swept them twice. 

Those people were terrified. Seeing that the situation was not right, they retreated one after another. 

However, the rabbit was a ruthless character. Even though the other party had clearly shown fear, he 

still had no intention of letting the other party go. 

Nangong Zheng had been standing there with interest ever since he alighted from the car, admiring the 

nimble rabbit jumping up and down. The gun in his sleeve was also put away. 

He had thought that they were enemies of the Nangong family, but it turned out that they were just 

some underlings who didn’t know the way. 

However, this rabbit’s jumping ability seemed to be even better than his! 

He found that the rabbit had once jumped up to a height of nearly 180cm. 

It was still the kind of double jump without a run-up! 

It seemed that this rabbit was not as simple as the small Kai of mingya group. There should be some 

unknown story behind him, right? 

She really wanted to know his story. 

The people from the Nangong family had actually arrived a long time ago. However, after seeing that 

Nangong Zheng was fine, they didn’t act rashly without his orders. 

In a short three minutes, more than 20 gangsters were taken care of by canglan star without any effort. 

However, just as he finished dealing with them, a large group of people rushed over from not far away. 

The leader of this group actually had a gun! 

The Nangong family’s bodyguards instantly came out from a hidden corner of the house and aimed their 

machine guns at the people in front of them. 

The group of people in front also pointed their guns at the Nangong family’s bodyguards without 

hesitation. 

Although one side had a machine gun and the other side had a pistol, once they started fighting, no 

matter who won or lost, it would be a matter of mutual destruction. 

“Who are you guys?” 



If the people lying on the ground could be said to know who they were, then the people with machine 

guns now, canglan had to take them seriously. 

Stopping his men’s impulse to shoot first, canglan star stood out and looked at the well-trained black-

shirted bodyguards. 

Although they were few in number, but Cang LAN star’s intuition told her that even if all of her brothers 

worked together, they wouldn’t be able to beat the others. After all, they had machine guns. 

“These are your people?” Nangong Zheng, who had been silent the entire time, asked in surprise. 

Cang LAN star was also stunned for a moment, but then they reacted. 

That’s right, Nangong Zheng was the young master of the Nangong family and the vice-chairman of the 

Imperial Entertainment Group. How could he not have anyone protecting him? 

“So it’s your people.” Cang LAN star looked at his brothers and nodded to them. 

After receiving the signal from canglan star, those people put away their guns. 

it was only then that nangong zheng saw clearly that the person in the lead was the person his men had 

seen at mingya group. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2815 

2815 Weak as a chicken 3 

Cang LAN star was actually this powerful? What was her background? 

Suddenly, the police officer at the side mumbled, ” “Are these people stupid? If the people of the 

Nangong family were so easy to kill, the Nangong family would have collapsed long ago.” 

What? 

the boss and the other hooligans who were close to the police all raised their heads and looked at the 

man beside cang lan star. 

He was wearing a white t-shirt with a round neck, a pair of loose white sweatpants, and a white belt 

from the MA family on his thin waist. He was handsome yet fresh, youthful yet steady. 

Only then did the leader of the thugs realize that the face in front of him was the one he often saw on 

financial magazines and television. 

People in their line of work had to understand the dizhou’s dignitaries. Otherwise, they would probably 

die without even knowing how they died. 

He had really done a lot of research before he accepted this order. 

Who would have known that this Cang LAN star was actually friends with Nangong Zheng. 

Then what’s the point of playing! 
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The leader of the thugs was like a chicken that had been drained of blood. He lay on the ground, dying, 

and let the police take him and his brothers away. 

When the police left, they glanced at canglan star. Canglan star blinked and gave the police an innocent 

and harmless smile. 

Nangong Zheng looked at his brothers behind Cang LAN star. He saw that the other party did not even 

raise his head after hearing his identity. 

Now he knew that this rabbit should be a King Kong covered in rabbit fur. 

It seemed that this rabbit could really handle those trivial matters of the Huang family. 

“Ah, right, Mr. Police officer!” Cang LAN star suddenly stopped the police officer who had already turned 

to leave. 

The police stopped in their tracks for Nangong Zheng’s sake. young master Cang, do you have any other 

advice? ” 

Cang LAN star laughed,”I don’t deserve your advice. I just found out that the person who hired them to 

kill people is my half-sister Huang Yuhan.” They even have evidence that Huang Yuhan is the culprit.” 

The police officer looked at Nangong Zheng and saw that he was also looking at him. He immediately 

said, ” okay, I got it. I’ll go and collect evidence immediately. 

After the police had taken away all the hooligans, Nangong Zheng then looked towards Cang LAN star 

and said,”Let’s go, I’ll send you back.” 

Under Nangong Zheng’s instructions, the Nangong family’s bodyguards quickly kept their weapons and 

left in a well-trained manner. 

Only Nangong Zheng was left to accompany Cang LAN star. 

“What’s this? An electric baton?” 

As he spoke, Nangong Zheng was about to take it. 

“Be careful,” he warned. Cang LAN star quickly let go, then passed the stun baton to Nangong Zheng and 

introduced, ” “There’s a button here. As long as you hold it tightly, it will produce a medium to high 

voltage. If an artery was electrocuted by an electric baton, he would faint after a while. If you touch your 

body for more than 5 seconds, your heart will stop and you’ll die.” 

Nangong Zheng’s mouth twitched. 

This rabbit was too Savage! 

“Do you need me to help you investigate their identities?” Nangong Zheng asked. 

“Thank you, uncle. There’s no need to go through all that trouble.” 

after saying that, canglan star gave a look to his underling. the underling directly walked up, pulled out a 

dagger, and directly cut off the other party’s right thumb. 



Accompanied by a shrill scream, the group of people slowly woke up from the pain and numbness all 

over their bodies. 

After hearing his boss’s scream, he realized that his right hand was trembling. His thumb was lying alone 

not far from his hand, and the area under it was covered in blood. 

“Who sent you?” Cang LAN star asked coldly. 

The leader was sweating profusely, his whole body was in pain, and his brain was in a mess. 

Damn it, didn’t they say that Cang LAN star was just a weak sissy? 

Were all sissies this strong nowadays? He was afraid that he had been tricked? 

“Pfft!” 

“Ah!” 

Seeing that the other party didn’t speak, the canglan star man didn’t give the other party any chance 

and raised his gun. However, this gun was equipped with a silencer. After an extremely soft sound, what 

followed was the blood-curdling scream of the person on the ground. 

“I said! I say! It was the heiress of the Huang group, Huang Yuhan! Even though it’s not Huang Yuhan 

who’s looking for me, I’ll still think twice before I do anything.” 

The boss gritted his teeth and endured the pain as he said, ” “At that time, someone came to me and 

gave me 5 million Yuan, saying that he wanted to buy the life of Cang mingya from mingya group. The 

other party gave me a 2.5 million deposit first, and said that the remaining 2.5 million would be paid 

after the task was completed. Mingya group is also a big group. In order to have a backup plan, after 

receiving the money from the other party, I had people follow the person who gave the money. In the 

end, I found out that he went to look for Huang Yuhan. I have video evidence. President Cang, I don’t 

have any grudges with you. I’m just taking someone’s money to help them get rid of a disaster. I’m not 

your enemy. Please spare my life, I won’t dare to do it again!” 

He hated Huang Yuhan to the core. 

He actually told him that canglan star was weak! 

Even if he was weak, he could finish them all in three minutes. Did that mean he had a bunch of armed 

men following him? 

F * ck! 

“You want to leave after killing someone? This is the land of the Emperor, aren’t you guys too lawless?” 

Nangong Zheng said faintly. 

the boss looked up. ” but, but i’m shot. if you let the police arrest me, they’ll definitely ask you where 

you got the gun. ” Wouldn’t everyone look bad then? I’ll give up on the 2.5 million that Huang Yuhan 

gave me. I’ll give it to you guys, and I’ll compensate you guys with another 2.5 million, okay?” 

“You’re 250, we’re not.” After saying that, Nangong Zheng looked at Cang LAN star and said,”Leave it to 

the police.” 



My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2816 

2816 Rabbits aren’t simple (4) 

Cang LAN star looked at the other party’s injuries and felt a little troubled. After all, if the police really 

saw his injury, it would be a little difficult to explain. 

“It’s fine, leave it to me.” 

Seeing that Nangong Zheng had spoken, Cang LAN star nodded. She had an inexplicable trust in 

Nangong Zheng. 

Nangong Zheng made a phone call, but in less than half a minute after the call ended, a group of people 

in uniform rushed out from behind and surrounded the group of people on the ground. They took out 

their handcuffs and handcuffed them tightly. 

“You’re quite bold, even daring to kill fourth young master!” 

The leader didn’t realize what the four young masters were. He thought that Cang LAN star was also 

called the four young masters, so he said, we’re just here to teach them a lesson, but they have 

weapons on them. Officer, look at my leg, look at what kind of injury this is! 

the police officer smacked him on the head. before he could say anything, the person beside nangong 

zheng had already flashed his identification. 

These people were all people with special permits from the combat Services Department. 

In other words, these people didn’t need to go through the police Bureau to deal with certain things. 

The police officer took the ID and showed it to the leader of the gangsters. 

At this moment, boss was still a little confused. 

cang lan star was actually this powerful? What was her background? 

Suddenly, the police officer at the side mumbled, ” “Are these people stupid? if the people of the 

nangong family were so easy to kill, the nangong family would have collapsed long ago.” 

What? 

the boss and the other hooligans who were close to the police all raised their heads and looked at the 

man beside cang lan star. 

He was wearing a white t-shirt with a round neck, a pair of loose white sweatpants, and a white belt 

from the MA family on his thin waist. he was handsome yet fresh, youthful yet steady. 

only then did the leader of the thugs realize that the face in front of him was the one he often saw on 

financial magazines and television. 

People in their line of work had to understand the dizhou’s dignitaries. Otherwise, they would probably 

die without even knowing how they died. 
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He had really done a lot of research before he accepted this order. 

Who would have known that this Cang LAN star was actually friends with Nangong Zheng. 

then what’s the point of playing! 

The leader of the thugs was like a chicken that had been drained of blood. He lay on the ground, dying, 

and let the police take him and his brothers away. 

When the police left, they glanced at canglan star. Canglan star blinked and gave the police an innocent 

and harmless smile. 

Nangong Zheng looked at his brothers behind Cang LAN star. He saw that the other party did not even 

raise his head after hearing his identity. 

Now he knew that this rabbit should be a King Kong covered in rabbit fur. 

It seemed that this rabbit could really handle those trivial matters of the Huang family. 

“ah, right, mr. police officer!” cang lan star suddenly stopped the police officer who had already turned 

to leave. 

The police stopped in their tracks for Nangong Zheng’s sake. young master Cang, do you have any other 

advice? ” 

Cang LAN star laughed,”I don’t deserve your advice. I just found out that the person who hired them to 

kill people is my half-sister Huang Yuhan.” They even have evidence that Huang Yuhan is the culprit.” 

The police officer looked at Nangong Zheng and saw that he was also looking at him. He immediately 

said, ” ” okay, i got it. i’ll go and collect evidence immediately. ” 

After the police had taken away all the hooligans, Nangong Zheng then looked towards Cang LAN star 

and said,”Let’s go, I’ll send you back.” 

Chapter2817 A small matter (1) 

“Yes.” Cang LAN star nodded. 

Her subordinates nodded to her and left. 

It was a little quiet in the car. 

When they arrived at the entrance of their house, Cang LAN star looked at Nangong Zheng and couldn’t 

help but ask,”Uncle, why didn’t you ask me who those people were?” 

Nangong Zheng looked at the boy, whose eyes were filled with stars. He smiled and couldn’t help but 

ruffle the boy’s loose and fine hair.”Aren’t they your subordinates?” 

Cang LAN star was stunned. 

no, those people were indeed her subordinates, but they didn’t look like they were from mingya group! 

Seeing that this rabbit had become silly and cute again, Nangong Zheng couldn’t help but laugh and 

tease her, ” “Are they not your subordinates?” 



“They are my underlings, Yingluo.” 

“Then that’s it! They’re your subordinates, so isn’t it normal for them to appear when you’re in danger? 

As you saw earlier, my subordinates have also appeared.” 

“Yingluo,” Cang LAN star really wanted to explain that she wasn’t going to tell him this, but after thinking 

about it, she felt that it wasn’t good to say it directly, so she explained,”don’t you think that their 

methods are very cruel?” 

“Is it cruel?” Nangong Zheng retorted. 

[ f * ck! ] 

canglan star stared at nangong zheng, not knowing what to say. 

“Those people were ready to kill you, but you only knocked them out with electricity. You’ll make those 

who escaped misfortune think that you’re easy to bully. if there was a greater benefit next time, they 

might continue to do it. If it were me, I would have asked my men to break all their knees. This way, at 

least I won’t be killed by this group of people next time.” 

Seeing that Cang LAN star was staring at him as if he had seen a ghost, Nangong Zheng’s lips curved into 

an evil smile, ” why, do you think I’m too cruel? ” 

Cang LAN star touched her nose, she didn’t think it was cruel. She did that just now because he was 

there and she did not want to leave him with the impression that she was cruel and bloodthirsty. 

However, Nangong Zheng interpreted this action of wiping his nose as him thinking that he was being 

cruel. He thought that he had just turned 18 and was still a child, so it seemed like he really shouldn’t 

have told him this. “sometimes, if you’re too kind in front of your enemies, they’ll think that you’re easy 

to bully.” Alright, you may enter.” 

At this moment, Cang mingya, who heard the sound of a car, walked out of the house. Nangong Zheng 

saw this and followed Cang LAN star out of the car. 

“Aunt Cang.” 

When she saw Nangong Zheng, Cang mingya was very happy and walked over enthusiastically, ” “Ah 

Zheng, thank you for bringing Xingxing back. Come in and have a seat.” 

Nangong Zheng didn’t have anything to do and didn’t want to leave. Just as he was about to say 

something to him in fear that he would be held up on planet Cang LAN, Nangong Zheng smiled and 

agreed without a second thought. 

“alright.” 

[ f * ck! ] 

Looking at the uncle and mother talking and laughing as they entered the house, Cang LAN star touched 

their nose and then asked the servant to park the car in the basement. 

“Why did you guys come back later than me? I’ve been to the company for a while and I’m back.” 



it’s nothing. I just had something else to do on my way back. I only sent little Xingxing back after I was 

done. 

Canglan star was still struggling with how to explain, but Nangong Zheng helped to smooth things over 

with a smile. 

Cang mingya definitely wouldn’t ask Nangong Zheng what he did in the middle of the mission, and this 

matter was easily settled. 

Seeing that Nangong Zheng was sizing up their house with interest, Cang mingya asked, ” “Ah Zheng, are 

you interested in taking a look?” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2818 

2818 What are you doing 2 

When Cang LAN star heard that her mother actually wanted to let an uncle visit their house, they were a 

little drunk. Her mother was a hospitable person. When her relatives came to visit her house, they 

always wanted to see the rooms, so her mother brought them to visit. 

But what kind of person was uncle? 

First uncle is a darling 

“Sure, I’m very interested.” 

Canglan star: 

“Xingxing, show ah Zheng around the room.” 

“Yingluo!” 

Cang LAN star agreed. Nangong Zheng stood up with a smile and followed Cang LAN star for a tour. 

The Cang family and the Nangong family, these two top noble families, couldn’t be compared. The 

house price in dizhou was particularly expensive. To be able to buy a detached villa in a place that was 

considered downtown, one could see the background of the Cang family. 

However, her family’s Villa and the Nangong family’s Villa complex could not be compared at all. Cang 

LAN star didn’t know why the uncle was so interested. 

this is the living room, this is the dining room, this is the bathroom on the first floor, and these three 

rooms are for the servants. Cang LAN star introduced them to Nangong Zheng one by one. 

“It’s not a new house. I’ve been living there for a few years.” Seeing that Nangong Zheng was even 

paying attention to the bathroom, planet Cang LAN couldn’t help but complain. 

nangong zheng’s face was filled with joy and interest as he said, ” “I want to see what kind of 

environment you grew up in.” 

Cang LAN star’s ears turned red and he blurted out, ” “It’s just an ordinary environment. Our family is 

small, please don’t mind.” 
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Nangong Zheng smiled evilly. your family is small. It’s not like mine is small. Why should I despise you? ” 

Canglan star, Yingluo suddenly felt that this uncle’s mouth was so annoying! 

After being told off, canglan star drooped its head. After visiting the first floor, the two went to the 

second floor. 

Nangong Zheng was clearly more interested in the second floor than the first. 

First, he looked at the piano room on Cang LAN star. He saw that there was not only a piano in the study 

room, but also a guqin, guzheng, Xiao, and Xun. Nangong Zheng was shocked. 

“Are these just for show or do you really know how to do it?” 

“I’ve learned a little before.” Cang LAN star humbly replied. 

“You like ancient style?” 

“yes.” 

Nangong Zheng raised his brows slightly when he saw his straightforward reply. 

As expected, he was still a rabbit in essence! 

seeing an easel in a corner, nangong zheng walked over instinctively. he wanted to see how good this 

multi-talented rabbit’s painting skills were. 

Only then did Cang LAN star react, these two days they had been painting a painting. 

Seeing that Nangong Zheng had already walked to the side of the easel, Cang LAN star’s leg hit the solid 

wood chair without any pity. 

“Owwwwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuw

uwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuwuw

uwuwuwuwuwu 

accompanied by a howl, nangong zheng immediately walked over from the easel. he squatted down in 

front of cang lan star and looked at the area where she was covering her lower leg. 

Because Cang LAN star was wearing long pants, Nangong Zheng wanted to roll up his pants without 

thinking. 

“What are you doing?” cang lan star covered the bottom of his pants. not only were his ears red, even 

his face was red. 

Nangong Zheng looked at his blushing face and squinted his eyes. 

After all, he had been in the business world for a long time and had been pursued by countless women. 

even though he had not accepted any of them over the years, he was still very clear on whether they 

were interested in him. 

Looking at little Xingxing’s blushing face, Nangong Zheng’s heart skipped a beat. he even forgot what he 

was doing next. 



cang lan star saw that nangong zheng was looking at her without missing a beat, and also became 

anxious. With a pull, the other party’s hand was slapped off. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2819 

2819 Injured (3) 

She thought that the other party was going to be angry, but when Nangong Zheng regained his senses, 

his eyes were filled with smiles. Roll up your pants and see what you look like! We’re both men, why are 

you so shy?” 

Canglan star, Yingluo really wanted to say that she wasn’t a man, but when the words reached her 

mouth, she swallowed them back. 

She felt that uncle might prefer her current appearance. 

Under Nangong Zheng’s insistence, Cang LAN star’s pants were rolled up. 

This was the first time Nangong Zheng had seen the legs of Cang LAN star. 

Her first impression was,”why is a boy’s leg so smooth and fair? there isn’t even a strand of leg hair.” 

His second impression was that as soon as he rolled up his trousers, a faint but very nice fragrance hit 

his face. 

This leg crickets are made of milk cake, right? 

Cang LAN star’s face was getting redder and redder, she didn’t know what to do anymore. he couldn’t 

just kick the uncle away, right? Uncle was such a good man, but she couldn’t bear to let him go. She 

could only purse her lips tightly and remain silent. 

at this moment, nangong zheng’s ears were red as well. 

if i knew this would happen, i would’ve … 

he was mentally prepared to pick it up again. 

nangong zheng coughed awkwardly. when he saw that his calf had turned red and blue from the 

collision, he frowned and admonished her with a pampering tone, ” “how can you be so careless? how 

old are you to not watch where you’re walking?” 

Canglan star’s face was as if it had been cooked. He scratched his neck that itched whenever he lied and 

said,”I wasn’t careful.” 

“Do you have any medicine for injuries caused by iron?” Nangong Zheng asked with a sigh. 

Cang LAN star quickly pulled down his pants and stopped him from looking,”it’s fine, it’s fine. it’s just a 

small injury. There’s no need to apply medicine.” 

“how can you not apply medicine? It’s easy to hurt the bones with this kind of injury.” 
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cang lan star was really about to die from the atmosphere, they quickly said, ” “It’s fine, it’s fine. It’s 

really a small matter. I often bump into things. I’ll be fine in a while. I’ll apply some medicine tonight and 

it’ll be fine tomorrow.” 

Nangong Zheng could tell that he was uncomfortable, and he secretly blamed himself for going too far. 

After all, he was a boy, and the reason why the Nangong family liked him so much was because they 

treated him as their good brother. 

Since they were brothers, and he treated him like a little brother, he should act like an older brother. 

“Then remember to apply the medicine. Don’t take it lightly, okay?” he instructed. 

“yes, yes, i know. thank you for your concern, uncle.” Cang LAN star hurriedly nodded like a chicken 

eating rice. 

“there’s nothing here. i’ll take you to the other rooms.” 

Nangong Zheng was about to nod his head, but seeing that he was already limping, he shook his 

head.”no need, your leg just hit me. I’ll see next time.” 

cang lan star was relieved, ” then let’s go downstairs. ” 

Just as he was thinking about what to do with the few paintings in the study that he hadn’t put away, he 

finally solved it. Hence, Cang LAN star was even more limping in front of Nangong Zheng. 

Seeing planet canglan limped down, one of its arms was still being held by Nangong Zheng to prevent it 

from falling, Cang mingya anxiously walked over and asked, ” “Xingxing, what’s wrong?” 

“I’m fine, I’m fine. I just accidentally hit my leg in the piano room.” 

“you child, why are you always so impatient!” 

Cang LAN star smiled awkwardly at his mother. 

Cang mingya suddenly thought of the painting that she saw when she accidentally walked into the piano 

room that day. She suddenly understood and quickly said, ” “Quickly come down and sit.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2820 

2820 Subconsciously comparing with a woman (4) 

“Ah Zheng, are you free tonight? If you’re free, have dinner before you leave.” 

cang lan star was just about to scold her mother and ask her not to be like this, but who knew that 

nangong zheng would say, ” “how can i accept that?” 

that might be what he said, but the mother and daughter had been to the nangong family’s house so 

many times and had even heard their biggest secret. this was the first time that nangong zheng had 

come to their house as a real guest. he had already said that he was embarrassed, so how could they 

chase him away? 
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Anyway, star Cang LAN wouldn’t be able to do that. He had already opened his mouth, but he closed it 

again. 

“Ah Zheng, it’s not good for you to say that. xingxing and i benefited from you. not only did we ask 

nuannuan to waste her time to treat me, but we also had so many meals at your house. I really don’t 

know how to thank you. If you’re already embarrassed by just treating you to a meal at my house, then 

I’ll be even more embarrassed.” 

“it’s okay, i’m little xingxing’s brother. We’re brothers, my sister would be happy to help.” nangong 

zheng couldn’t hide the pride on his face when he mentioned his sister. 

When Cang mingya heard the word ‘brother’, she was so embarrassed that she didn’t know what to say. 

Looking at her daughter, she saw that she also had a temporary expression, so Cang mingya swallowed 

the words of explanation. 

forget it, fate exists sometimes, and it can’t be forced when it doesn’t. Just like her, she should be a 

person without a marriage. 

So sometimes, forcing each other was just adding to each other’s troubles. 

Her daughter’s future life would be as pleasant as it could be. 

“Although my mom’s cooking skills are not as good as uncle’s, they’re still pretty good. Look at me, I’ve 

become so fat. It’s all thanks to my mom.” 

“You’re fat?” nangong zheng looked at cang lan star from top to bottom. ” you’re the slimest i’ve ever 

seen! ” 

Cang LAN star was speechless,”uncle, there’s a limit to lying, okay?” Look at Nuan Nuan and movie 

queen mu, they’re both thinner than me. ” 

Seeing that Nangong Zheng was looking at him with a strange expression, star Cang LAN was startled 

and asked,”What’s wrong?” 

“What do you think?” Nangong Zheng asked instead of answering. 

cang lan star was naturally cute. 

cang mingya looked at her daughter’s silly appearance and couldn’t help but laugh. she quickly went 

back to the kitchen. Otherwise, she was afraid that she would be exposed. 

Canglan star couldn’t help but pout, ” “They’re thinner than me!” 

She felt as if she had really become a man. Although her arms were thin, as long as she used force, she 

could see the small muscles on them! 

Seeing that he was still unconscious, Nangong Zheng said, ” “Nuannuan and my sister-in-law are both 

girls. You’re a girl?” 

Canglan star: 

Under Nangong Zheng’s forceful gaze, Cang LAN star’s face turned red again. 



“I’m Yingluo, not Yingluo. Didn’t you say that no one was thinner than me? Are Nuan Nuan and sister-in-

law not human?” 

Nangong Zheng’s eyes were deep as he said, ” “I’m comparing myself to a man.” 

“I’m competing with everyone! You didn’t mention her gender.” Cang LAN star was stubborn. 

“But the two you’re competing with are both women.” Nangong Zheng also insisted. 

Cang LAN star’s every move was simply too flirtatious. Nangong Zheng felt that he was about to collapse 

from his subconscious flirtatiousness. 

It wasn’t easy for him to position himself as a brother. If this kid was really a mayfly, what else did he 

have to worry about? 

At most, she would be punished by her grandfather to kneel down and get scolded. Then, she would be 

sent back to work and lose her vacation. 

After all, when a man, like him, was compared to a certain type of person, he would not compare 

himself to a woman no matter how weak he was in that aspect. 


